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A traditional water supply network has a single water supply reservoir supplying a 
neighbourhood of households via a reticulation network designed for peak flows. 
Storage tanks at each household (distributed storage) can be utilised to act as buffers 
between continuous supply of average flows and intermittent demand of peak flows. 
This results in the water supply infrastructure needing to cater for average flows only. 
This research project examines potential savings that can be made to water supply 
infrastructure when distributed storage (household tanks) is utilised. 
 
An isolated network is modelled for both the traditional design scenario and a design 
incorporating water tanks at each point of supply. The water supply network is modelled 
using Pipes++ software package. The reticulation layout is identical for both designs 
and hydraulic conditions, such as pressure available at the water supply source, are kept 
the same to isolate differences to those between peak and average flows only. 
Comparison is made in terms of required pipe sizes and costs. 
 
Pipe diameters and construction costs of the distributed storage network are between 
50% and 60% less than that required for the traditional network. The larger percentage 
of savings were made in the single distribution main linking the subject site to the 
source of water supply approximately 1.2 kilometres away.  
 
The costs of water tanks and pumps for each household outweigh the savings made by 
reduction of reticulation pipes. When tanks and pumps are already provided for re-use 
of rainwater, the distributed storage network provides significant savings.   
 
The prospective merits justify and highlight the need to investigate other characteristics 
and aspects of distributed storage networks including incorporating water tanks for re-
use of rainwater, water quality, minimum pressure requirements, energy use, clustered 
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1. Introduction 
 
This research concentrates on water supply in an Australian setting. This is primarily 
due to the author residing in Australia and having access to resources that support the 
requirements for water supply in the Australian environment. Australia is well suited for 
research into water supply networks because the country has a diverse set of 
environments within which people choose to live. Conditions range from areas where 
rainfall can accommodate total demands and reticulated supply is not required, to areas 
where local sources are practically nonexistent and water needs to be transported long 
distances to sustain human habitation. There are densely populated regions where 
expansive reticulated supply costs can be shared, and remote, sparsely populated areas 
where the cost of a reticulated supply is prohibitive. Whilst this research is focused on 
the Australian environment, the principles are equally applicable in other parts of the 
world. 
 
1.1 Current Setting 
 
Water as a resource has come under intense scrutiny in recent years, most likely owing 
to drought conditions across Australia for almost a decade and water restrictions being 
imposed in major cities. Whilst drought conditions may be abating, recent experiences 
have led to the realisation that water as a resource is finite and attitudes have changed 
with regard to water use and availability. 
 
Historically, large populations find it beneficial to increase the community burden for 
the benefit of each household. That is, provide communal water supply infrastructure to 
service each household. The financial imposition on each person shared across the 
whole community is small compared to the benefit received. This has unfortunately 
evolved into ever increasing demand being met by upgrades to water supply 
infrastructure whenever required, regardless of costs and without much thought for 
alternative techniques. Every development appears to present an opportunity for water 
authorities to upgrade their supply network to larger pipes. It is remiss of us as a 
community not to ask if there is an alternative to this approach. 
 
Despite potential conflicts of interest for water authorities that generate increased 
revenue from increases in metered supply, these authorities have been proactive in 
recent years in their attempts to reduce household water use. Melbourne water 
authorities have offered free exchange of shower heads for more efficient fittings and 
free shower timers to promote shorter showers. These methods may have been 
introduced because recent experiences of water shortages and imposed restrictions have 
brought about the realisation that forecast population growth coupled with current water 
demand rates is unsustainable.    
 
A number of initiatives are being introduced to remedy future water shortage problems. 
Along with more water efficient fittings and appliances, tanks for storing and re-using 
roof water are becoming more prevalent. In Melbourne, and numerous other parts of the 
country, it is now a requirement of many local authorities that rainwater tanks be 
installed with any new building or substantial extension of an existing building. Roof 
water must be re-used for irrigation as a minimum, and preferably for washing machines 
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and toilet flushing. The requirement for water tanks and re-use of roof water in new 
buildings has been introduced as a sustainability measure. The measures appear to be 
primarily aimed at reducing the total volume of water used so that water supply 
reservoirs are not depleted during times of low rainfall. In Melbourne, this is being 
promoted despite the construction of a new desalination plant to service the city, which 
may have to be run at minimum operational levels until population expansion or 
drought conditions warrant it. 
 
The current changes in attitude to water use present an opportunity to rethink the way 
we deliver water supply services to communities. The Water Services Association of 
Australia (2005) mentions this opportunity when identifying advantages to the use of 
water tanks for rainwater re-use in the forward of their Integrated Rainwater Tank 
Systems publication by stating: 
 
The collection and storage of roofwater provides the combined benefits of 
reducing reticulated drinking water demand and decreasing stormwater run-off 
into local waterways. At the same time integration of rainwater tank supplies 
with reticulated water supply(s) provides the opportunity for hydraulic redesign 
of the water supply system and presents a range of challenges that hitherto 
have not needed to be addressed by water utilities. 
 
Although this research is not specifically concerned with re-use of roofwater, the 
“opportunity for hydraulic redesign of the water supply system” mentioned in the quote 
above serves as an appropriate introductory statement. 
 
1.2 Project Aims and Objectives 
 
Under current Australian water authority design standards, a reduction in total volume 
consumed, as appears to be the focus of current sustainability measures, does not reduce 
the requirements of the distribution network. This is because the distribution network is 
based on theoretical peak demand without consideration that some demand may be met 
by an alternative source. This research will examine if the introduction of water tanks 
distributed within the water supply network can be utilised to produce physical savings 
in the water distribution network itself. 
 
Water supply infrastructure for domestic consumption in Australia is currently designed 
for peak hourly demand. For the purposes of demand estimation in small communities, 
Australian design standards (WSA03-2002, p.53) assume peak hourly demand is five 
times that of average hourly demand. If the requirement to accommodate peak demand 
can be reduced to that of average demand, the flow rate used for design of infrastructure 
could be reduced by 80%. There are obvious benefits for existing and proposed supply 
networks: 
 
- Existing infrastructure should have the ability to service more households than it 
currently does. Additional development in any area could be accommodated 
without having to upgrade existing trunk infrastructure. 
 
- Reduced flows during peak times in existing networks could be made to operate 
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at lower pressures. This could potentially reduce maintenance costs associated 
with pressure related failures. 
 
- New areas of development could be serviced with smaller sized pipes or pipes 
with less pressure rating than equivalent developments under current guidelines. 
This would result in lower infrastructure construction costs and/or lower future 
maintenance costs.  
 
This research examines the third benefit above and aims to determine if water supply 
infrastructure pipe sizes can be reduced using average demand as compared with that 
required for peak demand. Each system is costed for construction and maintenance in 
terms of current day prices to quantify any differences that arise. Lower costs could 
make a considerable difference for small communities seeking to provide a reliable 
water supply to their residents. 
 
Water storage tanks are an obvious way in which peak flow demand can be reduced to 
average flow demand. A constant (average) flow can be used to feed the water tank. 
During times when household demand is less than the average, the tank will be filled. 
During times when household demand is greater than the average, the tank will be 





Figure 1.2a Water Storage Tank and Diurnal Water Use Pattern 
 
As an alternative to a potential reduction in pipe sizes, another hypothesised benefit for 
the distributed tank supply network is a reduction in pressure for the overall network. 
Reduced pressure through the whole network could potentially result in pipes with a 
smaller pressure rating to be used and/or less maintenance from pressure related faults. 
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This scenario is examined by keeping pipe sizes the same for both networks and 
determining the pressure drop that can be applied at the point of supply. 
 
1.3 What is Traditional Water Supply Network? 
 
The objective of a water supply network is to provide a safe and reliable supply of 
drinking water. Common sources for water feeding a water supply network are rivers 
and dams, springs and bores, and the ocean (via desalination plants). A typical water 





Figure 1.3a Schematic Traditional Water Supply Network 
 
As shown in figure 1.3a above, water is captured from a dam and conveyed through a 
pipe to a water treatment plant. Treated water is then pumped to a water reservoir which 
supplies each household via a gravity reticulation network. 
 
Traditionally, this reticulation main is designed to meet the highest peak demands for 
each and every household. Referring to figure 1.2a, the typical diurnal water use pattern 
shows peak demand is only required for a brief period of time. Furthermore, different 
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times of the year have higher peaks than others. Therefore a traditionally designed water 
supply network that is designed for the highest peak demands flows has a capacity that 
exceeds the required demand for a great majority of the time. The peak flow rate for 
which it is designed will rarely, if ever, be achieved. I assume this situation has become 
the accepted industry standard because water supply is considered an essential service 
and the consequences of inadequate supply are considered unacceptable.  
 
In a traditional design there will be large reservoirs potentially scattered throughout the 
entire area serviced to ensure pressure and flow is maintained at adequate levels for 
each point in the system. This is often dictated by topography and a single storage 
reservoir might service thousands of households. 
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1.4 What is a Distributed Storage Water Supply Network? 
 
As described in section 1.3 above, a traditional water supply network has a single water 
supply reservoir supplying each household via a reticulation network designed for peak 
flows. In fact, a traditional network may have more than one reservoir supplying a town 
or city depending upon its size, spread and topography. 
 
A distributed storage network is one where numerous smaller reservoirs are distributed 
throughout the network. For the purposes of this research, the distributed storage 
reservoirs are deemed to be water tanks provided at each household. This concept is 





Figure 1.4a Schematic Distributed Storage Water Supply Network 
 
As discussed in section 1.2 above, the volume of water required for intermittent peak 
demand flows can be provided in the storage tank and flows to the tanks can then be 
reduced to that of average demand. The reticulation network supplying each household 
can therefore be designed to convey less flow and should consequently consist of 
smaller diameter pipes. 
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Unless elevated, it is unlikely each storage tank can match the pressure currently 
provided by a traditional network fronting each property. A pump at the point of take 
off from the storage tank is expected to deliver the required pressure for operation of 
appliances within each household. 
 
1.5 Examples of Distributed Storage Networks 
 
Literature searches have returned no specific information for distributed storage 
networks. However, the principles of distributed storage networks can be found in a 
number of examples currently in operation.  
 
It is not unusual for a private development to have a tank on site that provides storage of 
water to be used for occasional high flows. It is an acceptable solution within the 
Building Code of Australia to satisfy fire fighting requirements when pressure in the 
public water main is insufficient. Pumps are used to deliver water at the required 
pressure and flow for a specified duration. Less common are similar systems for 
domestic supply in private developments. These systems are employed only out of 
necessity because pressure in the public main is inadequate or the fire fighting 
requirements for large, high risk or tall buildings greatly exceed that for which the 
public main was designed. A single tank (reservoir) is usually provided with internal 
reticulation mains sized for peak demand in the traditional way rather than a number of 
tanks distributed through the site. However, these are examples where tanks are used 
because the existing public water main cannot accommodate peak demand flows (at the 
required pressure) and the provision of these tanks negates the need to upgrade the 
public water main. With the addition of the tank, the public water main can effectively 
supply the private development at average flow rates rather than peak flow rates.  
 
Scotland Island on the New South Wales coast provides an example where water supply 
infrastructure is minimised and water tanks are used as the main source of water supply 
(Scotland Island Community Website, 2013). Piped mains are connected to a communal 
supply and provided to each property, but use of these mains to top up each residents 
water tanks is restricted to one resident at a time. The times at which each resident can 
top up is controlled by a booking system with each resident paying for what is used 
during their booked timeslot. This example illustrates a system whereby the public 
reticulation mains are not designed for peak flows as would be the case for a traditional 
network. The cost of infrastructure is kept to a minimum with each resident being 
responsible for their own supply through tanks and pumps. It has similarities to the 
distributed water supply network as defined by this research except the Scotland Island 
network lacks the continuous reliability of supply being sought. This might not be a 
problem where regular rainfall results in very little demand being placed on the public 
reticulation network but would be potentially problematic in arid regions. 
 
It is some mixture of the examples above that is the subject of this research. The 
intention is to combine a system whereby the householders responsibility of storing 
water, similar to a situation where water tanks collecting roof water are the sole source, 
with continuous reliability of supply usually reserved for traditional water supply 
networks. The storage of water in tanks at each household will be utilised to reduce 
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demand on the water supply network thereby allowing the network to be designed with 
smaller pipe diameters and at less cost. 
 
It is likely the cost of individual tanks and pumps at each household will outweigh any 
benefits gained from a reduction in reticulation pipe sizes. However, when these 
systems are already provided as with Scotland Island, it would appear unnecessary to 
design for peak flows when the tanks can provide storage for this purpose. If Scotland 
Island wished to increase reliability of supply, they could implement a system that is 
being proposed as part of this research. Similarly, if water tanks and pumps are being 
provided as part of a new development in any case, as with the requirements from 
Melbourne local authorities, it would also appear unnecessary to design the water 
reticulation system for peak flows so long as the tanks can be sized appropriately to 
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2. Design Requirements 
 
Internet searches return a vast collection of literature relating to community and 
household water supply systems. Many publications also focus on water tanks supplying 
household demands. 
 
Most water supply authorities around the developed world would appear to have 
guidelines on how to design, construct and maintain their networks. The main design 
guidance for Australian water authorities comes from the Water Services Association of 
Australia (WSAA) which publishes the Water Supply Code of Australia (WSA 03-
2002). 
 
Design and construction of water supply in private developments in Australia do not fall 
under the jurisdiction of the Water Supply Code of Australia. Private developments are 
guided by Standards Australia, most notably AS/NZS 3500.1- 2003 Plumbing and 
Drainage Part 1: Water services. 
 
Both the Water Services Association of Australia, in their 2005 publication titled 
Integrated Rainwater Tank Systems (WSA 03-2002 Rainwater Tank Supplement-1.1), 
and Standards Australia, in a 2008 publication by the Master Plumbers and Mechanical 
Services Association of Australia (MPMSSA) titled Rainwater Tank Design and 
Installation Handbook, provide guidance on the use of water tanks for domestic use in 
Australia. Both publications are primarily concerned with providing tanks for re-use of 
rainwater rather than a tank to balance intermittent peak demands and continuous 
average supply. 
 
The WSAA Integrated Rainwater Tank Systems publication mentions an opportunity to 
resize mains because rainwater tanks with a drip feed top up supplying outdoor and 
laundry uses will reduce peak demand from the authority supply. However, peak 
demand is still the design criteria for those fixtures supplied directly from the authority 
main. It appears the WSAA supports the resizing of infrastructure to suit probable 
demands and the system proposed in this research would not contradict WSAA 
requirements. 
 
2.1 Traditional Network Design Requirements 
 
A traditional water supply network is deemed to be one that must meet the requirements 
set by the Water Services Association of Australia in the Water Supply Code of 
Australia, WSA 03-2002. Many water authorities in Australia use this publication as the 
foundation for their own design standards and performance requirements. Generally, the 
pipes in a traditional network are designed to convey the maximum possible flows that 
might be generated by the area they supply. If changes in land use or population 
increase require greater demand, pipe diameters are routinely increased so the increased 
demand can be met. 
 
In a traditional design there will be a large reservoir supplying peak flows to entire 
neighbourhoods. Depending upon geography and topography there could potentially be 
a number of large reservoirs scattered throughout the entire area serviced to ensure 
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pressure and flow is maintained at adequate levels for each point in the system. A single 
storage reservoir might service peak demand for thousands of households. A schematic 
of a traditional water supply network is illustrated in figure 1.3a. 
 
2.2 Distributed Storage Design Requirements 
 
There is currently no published guidance for the design requirements of distributed 
storage networks. The objective of this research is to determine if pipe diameters, and 
thereby costs, can be reduced for the reticulation network if reduced flows can be 
justified. Performance requirements for the distributed storage networks are discussed 
and determined in the following sections based on principles of hydraulics and 
household water supply requirements. 
 
A distributed storage network is considered to be one where numerous smaller water 
storage tanks are provided throughout the network. Each tank will service a single 
household, or potentially a cluster of several households. A schematic of a distributed 
storage water supply network is illustrated in figure 1.4a. 
 
The volume of water required for intermittent maximum demand flows of each 
household is provided in the storage tank. Beal, Stewart & Huang (2010) identify peak 
demand for the Gold Coast as approximately 14 litres per person per hour. For a 
household of 4 people over a period of 3 hours, water use equals 168 litres. A tank of 
less than 200 litres would be sufficient to accommodate peak demand. The distributed 
storage tanks are anticipated to be of the size similar to a tank currently used for 
collection and re-use of rainwater, say 1000 to 2000 litres.   
 
Similar to the way water reservoirs in a traditional system provide a buffer between 
steady supply from a water source and varied supply through distribution mains, drip 
feed to a storage tank at each household can provide a buffer between continual constant 
flow in the distribution network and intermittent flows required by households. Because 
maximum demand flows are provided by storage in the tanks, supply to the tank via 
reticulation mains can be reduced to that of average demand. Pipes will need to convey 
less flow than a traditional network and should therefore be able to be smaller in 
diameter. 
 
A pump attached to or submerged within the storage tank delivers the required pressure 
for operation of appliances within the household. 
 
2.3 Design Flows (Demand) 
 
Design flows (demand) is the key difference between a traditional and distributed 
storage network that this research will examine. Using tanks to provide multiple small 
storage reservoirs, average demand is modelled and compared with peak demand 
required for a traditional network. A cost analysis has been undertaken to determine 
which of these flows lead to the most economical method for designing and 
constructing water supply networks, particularly smaller, isolated networks.  
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The Water Services Association of Australia (WSA03-2002, p.55) specifies that 
“analysis shall… address peak demand conditions”. Furthermore, “demand shall be 
determined by multiplying the relevant peak hour demand per property or unit and the 
number of properties serviced” (WSA03-2002, p.50). These requirements form the basis 
for traditional design of water supply networks in Australia.  
 
Demands, or design flows, are difficult to predict. Individuals are precisely that, 
individual. The amount of water used by one person is unlikely to be the same as any 
other person. 
 
A simple example of this variation in water use from one person to another is the 
amount of water used when showering. Most people will shower, some people shower 
once a day and some twice a day. Already, there is a large variation in water use 
between two groups who are prevalent in our society. Flow rates for each persons 
shower will also vary and will also be influenced by the type of fitting in each shower. 
Add to this the infinitely variable length of time people spend in the shower, it is easy to 
see how difficult it is to estimate how much water an average person will use in the 
shower. The same variability found in showers can be applied to any form of water use. 
Some people will wash dishes, mop floors, go to the toilet, wash cars, have baths, or 
water their gardens more regularly than others. 
 
Aside from differences between individuals, there are differences in water use by 
different cultures. This might be differences between people raised in northern 
Australia, central Australia and southern Australia or different cultures immigrating to 
Australia which tend to congregate in similar areas within our major cities. Average 
water use rates recorded in one location may not be applicable in another. 
 
Recent initiatives to save water, such as free shower timers offered by water authorities 
in Melbourne, and water efficiency ratings on whitegoods, may inadvertently be 
reducing the variability in water use between individuals. However, currently it is still a 
difficult task to estimate water demand. 
 
The Water Services Association of Australia (WSA03-2002, p.51) tabulates estimated 
peak water use per unit, lot or hectare as appropriate for different types of development 
in cities around Australia. For high density residential developments, estimates vary 
from 1.6 L/s/100 units for Newcastle to 9.8 L/s/100 units for Darwin; the upper estimate 
being over 600% greater than the lowest estimate. WSA03-2002 admits the values in 
the table should only be used in the absence of other information and states that for 
large systems “it is particularly important that actual consumption records and a demand 
forecast method be used to appropriately size system elements” (WSA03-2002, p.50). 
 
Melbourne Water suggests “a single-person home typically uses around 250 litres per 
person per day” (Melbourne Water 2006, p. 17). WSA03-2002 (p.53) provides factors 
that can be used to convert this average demand to peak demand: 
 
Peak day demand  =  Average day demand  x  Peak Day Factor (PDF), and 
 
Peak hour demand  =  Average hour demand (on peak day)  x  Peak Hour Factor (PHF) 
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For populations less than 2000, as will be the case with this project, WSA03-2002 
recommends PDF = 2, and PHF = 5. 
 
Using this method, the Melbourne Water estimate translates as follows: 
 
Average day demand 250 L/person/day 
Peak day factor                      x   2 
Peak day demand 500 L/person/day 
Hours per day                           ÷  24 
Average hour demand 
(on peak day)   20.8 L/person/hr 
Peak hour factor                       x  5 
Peak hour demand 104.2 L/person/hr 
Seconds per hour                      ÷  3600 
Peak demand per second 0.0289 L/person/s 
Persons per 100 units                   x  100 
Peak demand per 100 
units   2.9 L/s/100 units 
 
This has good agreement with the 3 L/s/100 units estimated by the Water Services 
Association of Australia for Melbourne. However, the sources for these two estimates 
are unknown and it may be the same source has been used for both estimates. 
 
For the purposes of this research project, a flow of 0.03 L/s/unit will be adopted as the 
traditional network peak demand for the following reasons:  
- The proposed development being modelled as part of this research project 
consists of single person units. 
- The above calculation agrees well with the WSAA estimate (albeit with 
unverified and potentially identical sources). 
- South eastern parts of Australia (Ballarat/Bendigo, Canberra, 
Melbourne/Geelong, Sydney) are all listed as 0.03 L/s/unit. The proposed 
development being modelled as part of this research project is situated in south 
eastern Australia. 
- Accurate peak demand is not essential for this research. Although the magnitude 
of peak demand will affect results, it is the difference between peak and average 
demand that will be the dominant factor for determining a suitable conclusion.    
 
As mentioned above, peak hour demand is considered to be five times that of average 
hourly demand. When a reservoir is provided, this serves as a buffer between average 
hourly demand and peak hour demand. Provided it is adequately sized, the additional 
flow requirements of peak demand are drawn from storage. A flow one fifth of peak 
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demand (0.006 L/s/unit) will be modelled as the average demand which represents the 
flow required for a distributed storage network. 
 
2.4 Fire Fighting Supply 
 
Requirements for fire fighting supply vary in different locations around the country and 
with different land uses, Canberra alone has a flow requirement of 25 L/s to 200 L/s 
dependent on fire risk category (WSA03-2002, p.52). In general, required flow rates are 
significantly higher than that required for day to day domestic use and pressure 
requirements may or may not be higher. 
 
The Australian Standard for fire hydrant installations requires 10 L/s at 200 kPa in most 
states for feed fire hydrants (AS 2419.1-2005 table 2.2, p.14). For large populations, 
cumulative demands for each household mean this flow requirement will not be an 
imposition on the network. For small populations, flow rates of this magnitude might 
not be reached in any part of the network without up scaling the network to specifically 
address fire fighting requirements. 
 
The Water Services Association of Australia (WSA03-2002, p.61) specifies that 
minimum fire fighting demands are addressed. However, the Water Supply Code of 
Australia also states “the water supply system shall not be specifically designed for fire 
fighting capability” in recognition of uneconomical designs that might result for smaller 
networks. 
 
For the purposes of this analysis, flow and pressure requirements for fire fighting 
demand will not be included in the modelling. The chosen site for modelling is 
reasonably small and isolated, fire fighting requirements would largely dictate design if 
it were included and this requirement would not change from one scenario to another. 
Any change in requirements from one scenario to another would be masked by the 
requirement for fire fighting. 
 
On the face of it this might appear to be an unjustifiable simplification. However, this 
research aims to quantify a difference between designing for peak flows and average 
flows. It will be a simpler task to differentiate between these two if the masking effect 
of fire fighting flow is omitted. Additionally, it is not unusual for water supply in 
private commercial developments to have a separate system with pumps and tanks for 
fire fighting to that for daily consumption. This approach may also be suitable for a 
small isolated community with public infrastructure. 
 
Inclusion of fire fighting demand within the reticulation or as a separate system will 
need to be considered in further research. 
 
2.5 Operating Pressure 
 
For the purposes of this project, 1 metre of head will be reported as 10 kPa pressure. 
Whilst this is technically inaccurate, it is a common approximation and will have no 
impact on the modelling because modelling is undertaken in terms of metres head only. 
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In the absence of any other advice, the Water Services Association of Australia 
(WSA03-2002 p.56) suggests a desirable minimum pressure for domestic areas of 200 
kPa (20m). This desirable minimum pressure allows for losses through pipes and 
fittings installed on the property. I suspect the desirable minimum is a conservative 
figure that enables a majority of unfavourable scenarios to be catered for. 
 
The desirable minimum pressure is not a mandatory requirement. WSA03-2002 (p.56) 
states “near reservoirs or in country towns, the minimum SP may be reduced to ensure 
an economical system design”. In recognition of the problems associated with lower 
pressures, WSA03-2002 further states, “in some cases the property owner may be 
required to install a storage tank and an on-property pressurising system”. This is 
precisely the scenario that is being proposed as a distributed storage network. 
 
Australian Standards (AS3500.1-2003, p.16) specify the “minimum working head at the 
furthermost or most disadvantaged fixture or outlet shall not be less than 50 kPa (5 m 
head)”. This requirement is at the flow rates specified for the fixture in table 3.1 of 
AS3500.1-2003. This is in line with the required pressure for operation of appliances 
such as washing machines and is more appropriate to use as the basis for pressure 
requirements in an isolated, small scale network. 
 
If we allow a nominal 10 kPa (1 m head) loss through pipe work from the reticulation 
branch to the furthermost or most disadvantaged fixture, this results in a minimum 
pressure at the household connection to the reticulation main of 60 kPa (6 m head). This 
will be adopted as the minimum pressure required at any point in the traditional 
network. 
 
In theory, the pressure required for drip fed tanks will be the height to the top of the 
tank plus an air gap. Assuming tanks are sitting on the ground, this could be in the order 
of 30 kPa (30 m), half the assigned requirement for a traditional network. However, in 
order to isolate the effects of reduced flow demand on the network, the same pressure 
will be used as the minimum pressure required with both the traditional and the 
distributed storage networks. 
 
The minimum pressures discussed above do not account for a suitable margin to allow 
for actual flows being greater than designed and to ensure negative pressure does not 
occur in the system. This is a considerable topic in its own right and should be the 
subject of further research. 
 
2.6 Pipe & Fittings Pressure Class 
 
The Water Services Association of Australia (WSA03-2002 p.69) requires the minimum 
pipe and fittings pressure class for reticulation mains to be Class 9. Class 9 pipes and 
fittings must have a nominal working pressure of 900kPa (90 m head). 
 
AS3500.1 (p.10) specifies a Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure (MAOP) for pipes 
up to DN 100 to be a minimum of 1200 kPa (120m head) and for pipes larger than DN 
100 to be selected to satisfy the design criteria for the system. 
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Given the minimum pressure is assigned as 60 kPa (6m head) for both the traditional 
and distributed storage networks as discussed in section 2.5 above, and head loss 
through the modelled network is likely to be less than 50 kPa (5m head), pipes with 
pressure ratings significantly less than those required by both WSA03 and AS3500.1 
could be used. 
 
Because there is no guidance on distributed storage networks, it is possible that cost 
savings can be made for this system when compared to the traditional network that 
requires Class 9 pipes. However, this saving would not be attributed to changes in 
demand or performance requirements from one system to another. It would be 
unreasonable to claim such savings as an advantage of a distributed storage network. 
Comparison of pipe pressure class for the purposes of cost savings will be undertaken 
on the basis of differences found in modelling between the two systems rather than 
arbitrary specification of a minimum for the traditional design. In the first instance, it 
will be assumed that Class 9 pipes are required for both the traditional and distributed 
storage networks.  
 
The selection of pipe class in itself has no impact on modelling the performance of each 
system. It could potentially give rise to different pipe materials being chosen that have 
lower roughness coefficients and thereby increased performance, however this is 
unlikely as plastic pipes which have low roughness coefficients are available exceeding 
the likely pressures generated in modelling for this research.  
 
2.7 Minor Losses 
 
This research will not be modelling every valve, bend, junction, contraction or other 
fitting that causes head loss in the network. There are two simple methods commonly 
used to make allowance for these minor losses in the early stages of modelling, use of a 
head loss coefficient (K) or increased pipe lengths. 
 
Head loss for flow in a pipe due to friction (major losses) involves the determination of 
a friction slope multiplied by the length of the pipe. 
 
Additional to this, a coefficient, K, is multiplied by the velocity head for each fitting, 
bend, tee etc. to approximate losses through each of these items (minor losses). The loss 
coefficient, K, depends upon the individual size, configuration and materials of each 
fitting. At an early stage of design, it is not convenient to design for individual fittings 
as they will often not be determined. 
 
Instead, a single coefficient can be used to provide a preliminary estimate for the 
cumulative losses from each fitting. Assuming velocity is constant through each main 
between modelled nodes, a single coefficient will ideally be the sum of each individual 
fittings coefficient. Estimates for the single coefficient can be made from historical 
designs of a similar nature. 
 
Alternatively, the pipe length itself can be increased such that the additional major loss 
from the increased pipe length is used to approximate minor losses. This method 
assumes a longer length of main will have more fittings than a shorter length and 
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therefore the minor losses should be greater in a longer pipe. This is often not the case. 
 
Both methods are relatively simple and have advantages and disadvantages. They are 
equally inaccurate without historical analysis or experience. In this research project, a 
15% increased pipe length will be used for all pipes to account for minor losses for both 
the traditional and distributed storage networks.  
 
2.8 Water Quality 
 
A potable water supply system must, in the first instance, be safe for drinking. A 
number of issues associated with a tank supplemented system can affect water quality 
including backflow prevention and stagnancy of water. These issues are also a concern 
for traditional networks but would become more prevalent in a distributed storage 
network. 
 
Investigation and analysis for water quality and comparison between each network is 
not part of this research. 
 
2.9 Summary of Traditional and Distributed Storage Design 
Requirements 
 
Table 2.9-1 below tabulates requirements adopted for each network for the purposes of 
this research. 
 
 Traditional Design Distributed Storage Design 
Design Flow 
(L/s/unit) 0.03 0.006 
Minimum Pressure 
(m head) 6.0 6.0 
Minimum Pipe 
Pressure Class Class 9 Class 9 
Added Pipe Length 
for Minor Losses 15% 15% 
Table 2.9-1 Design Requirements Adopted for Traditional and Distributed Storage Networks 
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3. Project Methodology 
 
The design requirements and project methodology are designed to isolate analysis to 
those parts of the network for which a comparison is sought. The objective for this 
project is to determine if a reduced demand flow arising from the use of water tanks to 
service each unit is translated into reduced pipe diameters and/or pressures in the 
system. Therefore we wish to isolate design flow as the variable performance 
requirement with all other performance requirements being equal. 
 
3.1 Subject Site 
 
An isolated network is used for the project site to limit the impact of external influences 
on the network. Networks can be considered isolated because of their remote location or 
distinct separation from other areas. In this case, whilst the subject site is in regional 
Australia, its isolation is provided by distinct separation rather than remoteness. 
Isolation by distinct separation can still be applicable to remote sites so long as 
connection for the site is made in the same manner. The major difference is that the 
length of this connection is likely to be much greater for remote isolation.  
 
As mentioned above, the site is isolated by distinct separation. A single connection is 
provided from the existing authority main to the site to replicate that which would be 
provided for a site with remote isolation. 
 
The site chosen for analysis is a proposed workers camp with accommodation for 
approximately 400 people in single units. A layout plan for the site is shown in figure 
3.1a below. 
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Figure 3.1a Workers Camp Site Plan 
 
The site is small enough so that manipulation of the network requirements and analysis 
runs are manageable, yet also large enough that differences between network options 
are readily identifiable. 
 
A real site has been chosen for the analysis to enable the analysis to be directly related 
to a real world situation and allow quantifiable differences to be determined for a 
realistic application. Even though we are analysing a single component of the whole 
water supply system in isolation and ignoring water quality requirements or fire fighting 
supply, the benefits from using a real site are still worthwhile. 
 
Ground surface levels will be ignored in this analysis. Whilst it would be relevant for 
designing a reticulation network for the subject site, including changes in level will add 
unnecessary complication and does not benefit the applicability of this analysis to other 
sites and general conclusions. Therefore, the site is assumed flat. 
 
3.2 Network Layout 
 
The proposed water reticulation layout is illustrated on plans attached in appendix B and 
figures 3.2a and 3.2b below. A looped network has been used with “dead ends” only 
allowed where branches supply a single point of demand. Whilst it is technically 
feasible to use a “herring bone” supply network in terms of meeting demand 
requirements, a looped system is widely recommended so that supply to each household 
can be obtained from two directions. This philosophy allows continued supply when a 
section of the pipe requires maintenance. It will also aid in circulation of water through 
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the network which reduces the chances of stagnant water and its related water quality 
issues. 
 
A relatively long connection to the site is required from the current public water 
authority main. This is an unintended benefit with the chosen site. It is unlikely an 
isolated development will have existing water supply passing through the site. It is 
therefore likely that with any isolated development, a considerable length of supply pipe 
will be required to convey demand for the entire development. This connection further 
adds a realistic feature to the modelling and can be analysed as a separate item, almost 
in isolation from the reticulation network for the site itself. This connection to the site is 
termed a “distribution main” to readily differentiate it from the site reticulation during 
discussion and analysis. A plan attached in appendix B and figure 3.2 below illustrates 
the point at which the distribution main ends and the site reticulation network begins. 
The distribution main extends to the point where a main loop can be formed in the site 
reticulation. This means a minor reticulation loop and a couple of dead end branches are 
serviced from the distribution main. 
 
The layout is identical for both the traditional and the distributed tank supply network. 
This ensures the differences between the traditional network and the distributed storage 
network are restricted to those resulting from demand requirements only. 
 
A minimum pipe size of 25mm nominal diameter is adopted in the modelling. This 
minimum has been chosen because PVC-U PN9 pipes, a pressure class adopted as the 
minimum requirement, are readily available for pipes from 25mm nominal diameter to 
375mm nominal diameter. 
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Modelling for the water supply network has been undertaken using Pipes++ software. 
Watercom Pty Ltd provided a copy of this software free of charge specifically for use in 
this project. 
 
Pipes++ uses the Colebrooke White formula to determine head loss through each pipe in 
the network based on the velocity (flow) of water through each pipe. The total flow 
required at each node is split between each different route to that node. During the 
modelling process, flows (velocities) are adjusted through each pipe such that head loss 
through each route deduces the same value for pressure head at the node. 
 
Changes between the traditional network and the distributed storage network are 
restricted to the demand flows at each node and pipe sizes only. Node locations, pipe 
lengths, starting pressure at the point of supply from the existing authority main and 
pressure requirements at each node will remain the same for both networks. 
 
Modelling inputs (pipe sizes and node demands) are illustrated on plans and tables 
provided in appendix C. 
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3.3.1 Minor (Fittings) Losses 
 
As discussed in section 2.7, minor losses through fittings (valves, bends, tees, etc.) are 
represented by increasing the pipe length by 15% for each pipe in the network. This 
method allows changed velocities between each network to be accounted for in the 
calculation of losses through fittings. 
 
3.3.2 Network Nodes 
 
For ease of modelling, clusters of interconnected units are represented by a single node 
with the demand flow rate taken as the demand rate for each unit multiplied by the 
number of units. Although this research was primarily instigated to investigate separate 
tanks for each unit, it may also be equally beneficial for each block of interconnected 
units to be serviced from a single connection to the reticulation main as per the 
modelling. In any case, whether or not there are separate nodes for each units will have 
negligible impact on the reticulation system because the take off points for each unit, if 
serviced from separate connections, will be in close proximity to the single modelled 
point and minor losses to each node are accounted for by increased pipe lengths rather 
than the number of fittings along the pipe. 
 
3.3.3 Time Step 
 
Modelling is undertaken for a fixed point in time when demands on the network are at a 
peak rather than a period of time covering cyclical demands. Given the requirement for 
Australian water authorities to design for peak demand as mentioned in section 2.3, 
differences between the two systems at peak demand will provide the potential savings 
that can be made. 
 
3.3.4 Target Minimum Pressure 
 
The optimum design is produced when all pressures are as close as possible to, and 
above, the target minimum pressure. Assuming the distributed storage network is 
delivering water to the top of the tank, and provided potential negative pressures can be 
avoided, minimum pressure could theoretically be as low as 30 kPa (3 metres head). 
However, for the purposes of this analysis, target minimum pressure is set at 60 kPa (6 
metres head) for both the traditional and the distributed sorage networks in accordance 
with the discussion in section 2.5. 
 
With both networks obtaining equal minimum pressures, the magnitude of the minimum 
target pressure is somewhat arbitrary because we are primarily interested in a 
comparison of pressure loss through the system at different flow rates. 
 
Achieving the optimum design involves an iteration of the following process: 
- Hydraulic analysis is performed using Pipes++ software and the resultant 
pressure at each node in the network noted. 
- Pipe sizes are adjusted up or down and analysis repeated until the pressure at 
each node is as close as possible to, and above, the target minimum pressure.  
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Plans attached in appendix D annotate each node with resultant hydraulic grade levels 
for both the traditional and distributed storage networks. 
 
A number of different pipe combinations could be found that result in a similar residual 
pressure in the most disadvantaged point in the system. This is particularly the case for a 
looped network. Care must be taken not to attribute a more economical arrangement of 
pipe sizes as a benefit from the distributed tank network. Having each network design 
performed by the same person will assist with this potential error because the same logic 
is applied to each network. However, this approach is not very scientific. 
 
It is difficult to apply a single method to the refinement of pipe sizes and apply it to 
each network because the refinement process will differ depending upon the residual 
pressures found in each part of the network. An analysis of the pressure differences at 
each node and friction slope for each pipe is undertaken to assist with determining 
inconsistencies between networks. 
 
3.3.5 Pressure Available at the Point of Supply from the Existing Network 
 
A constant head reservoir is used to place the networks under pressure. As the 
modelling period is instantaneous at peak demand, it is realistic to assume pressure will 
be constant for the model.  
 
In reality, pressure varies with flow. As flow is increased, potential energy is 
transformed to kinetic energy and thus the available pressure is reduced. The traditional 
network will demand greater flows than the tank supplied network. Therefore, reduced 
pressure at higher flows would disadvantage the traditional network. Technically, a 
different starting pressure should be used for each network to reflect this. However at 
this point in time, no information is available for the actual pressures and flows in the 
public water authority main. Estimating differences in pressure at different flows would 
introduce more uncertainty into the model and would rightfully be subject to question.  
 
The subject site is small enough that the difference in demand flows from one option to 
the other will also be relatively small; this will mitigate the inaccuracy of using the 
same starting pressure for each network. In addition, using the same starting pressure 
for each option will produce a conservative result with regards potential pipe size 
reductions and therefore the analysis will not overstate potential benefits from the 
distributed storage network. 
 
The water level in the reservoir is set at 8 metres (80 kPa pressure at the point of 
supply). This allows a maximum 2 metres of head (20 kPa) pressure loss through the 
reticulation network to any node. There are two main reasons for choosing this starting 
pressure value.  
 
Firstly, limiting the allowable pressure loss in the network will require larger pipe sizes 
than would be required with a large allowable pressure loss. Given the relatively small 
size (and therefore relatively small demands) of the development, a large allowable 
pressure loss might result in the traditional supply network requiring minimum pipe 
sizes only. There would be no possible reduction in size, and therefore no potential for 
savings resulting for modelling the distributed tanks network. 
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Secondly, the starting pressure is aimed at simulating a supply that might be expected in 
an isolated development. An assumption is made that head loss will need to be kept to a 
minimum in such a development, either because the existing point of supply is distant 
from the site or because the development was not accounted for in the design of the 
existing network. This enables the modelling to be undertaken under conditions that are 
similar to that which can be expected in a generic isolated site. 
 
3.3.6 Demand Flows 
 
As discussed in section 2.3, current Australian water authority design standards (WSA-
03 2002) require a network to be designed for peak hourly demand. The traditional 
water supply network is modelled with flows required by each unit set at peak hourly 
demand of 0.03 L/s. 
 
The distributed storage tanks drip feed system will enable supply to be reduced to an 
average demand because the volume required for peak demand is catered for in tank 
storage. For the distributed storage supply network, flows required by each unit are set 
at average hourly demand of 0.006 L/s. 
 
A base demand feature provided in Pipes++ is utilised for assigning demand at each 
node. The demand flow per unit is entered and each node is assigned with the number of 
units it feeds. This enabled a single number to be edited when changing from the 
traditional model to the distributed storage model. The modelling inputs report attached 
in appendix C lists the number of units fed by each node rather than the design flow at 
each node. Design flows at each node are annotated on plans attached in appendix C. 
 
3.3.7 Lowest Pressure Network 
 
As an alternative to a potential reduction in pipe sizes, another hypothesised benefit for 
the distributed tank supply network is a reduction in pressure for the overall network. 
Reduced pressure through the whole network could potentially result in pipes with a 
smaller pressure rating to be used and/or less maintenance from pressure related faults.  
 
This scenario keeps the same pipe sizes as the traditional network and runs the hydraulic 
analysis using the flows from the distributed storage network. A lesser flow in the same 
diameter pipe will result in lower velocity. As head loss due to pipe friction (major 
losses) is proportional to velocity, lower velocities will result in lower head loss.   
 
The allowable pressure reduction in the network is the difference between the node with 
lowest modelled hydraulic grade level and the target minimum pressure. 
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4. Results and Analysis 
 
4.1 Hydraulic Modelling Results 
 
Pipes++ water supply network modelling software has been used to undertake hydraulic 
analysis for each network. Modelling inputs are attached in appendix C and modelling 
outputs are attached in appendix D. 
 
Pipe diameters were limited to standard sizes with a minimum diameter of 25mm. This 
was chosen because PVC-U PN9 pipes are available in diameters ranging from 25mm 
to 375mm as standard. This is also a pipe diameter that is between the acceptable 
minimum for in-ground water supply pipes listed in WSA-03 and AS3500.3-2009. 
 
Although different pipe materials might be more appropriate for different sized pipes, a 
roughness coefficient of 0.015 was used in the Colebrooke White friction loss 
calculation for all pipes regardless of size. 
 
4.1.1 Traditional Network Modelling 
 
The traditional network uses peak demand flow, calculated as 0.03 L/s per unit as 
discussed in section 2.3. A summary of the modelling flows and resultant minimum 
pressure head is provided in table 4.1.1-1 below. 
 
Demand per Unit (L/s) 0.03 
Maximum Flow (L/s) 12.5 
Minimum Pressure (m head) 6.01 
Table 4.1.1-1 Traditional Network Modelling Flows and Minimum Pressure 
 
Maximum flow to the site from the existing authority water main is the sum of flows for 
each individual unit. For the traditional network this demand sums to 12.5 L/s. This 
flow is required to be delivered by the distribution main to the site. The distribution 
main to the site is 200mm diameter UPVC which results in a head loss of 0.88m 
between the water authority water main and the main loop within the site. As the 
nominated pressure at the take off point from the public water authority main is 8m 
head, the site reticulation has 1.12m allowable head loss to maintain a minimum of 6m 
head at any point in the system. 
 
The required minimum pressure of 6m head is maintained throughout the network. 
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4.1.2 Distributed Storage Network Modelling 
 
The distributed storage network uses average demand flow calculated as 0.006 L/s per 
unit as discussed in section 2.3. A summary of the modelling flows and resultant 
minimum pressure head is provided in table 4.1.2-1 below. 
 
Demand per Unit (L/s) 0.006 
Maximum Flow (L/s) 2.5 
Minimum Pressure (m head) 6.00 
Table 4.1.2-1 Distributed Storage Network Modelling Flows and Minimum Pressure 
 
Maximum flow to the site from the existing authority water main is the sum of flows for 
each individual unit. For the distributed storage network this demand sums to 2.5 L/s 
which, again, is required to be delivered by the distribution main to the site. The 
distribution main to the site is 100mm diameter UPVC which results in a head loss of 
1.36m between the authority water main and the main loop within the site. As the 
nominated pressure at the take off point from the public water authority main is 8m 
head, the site reticulation has 0.64m allowable head loss to maintain a minimum of 6m 
head at any point in the system. 
 
The required minimum pressure of 6m head is maintained throughout the network. 
 
4.1.3 Reduced Pressure Network 
 
The Pipes++ analysis is rerun using the pipe flows from the distributed storage network 
(average flows) and pipe sizes from the traditional network to see if the system can 
benefit from reduced pressures. As discussed in section 3.3.7, less flow in the same 
diameter pipe results in lower velocities and, as head loss is related to velocity, less 
head loss through the network. 
 
Potential benefits for a network under lower pressure are less pressure related pipe 
bursts leading to reduced maintenance costs or pipes with lower pressure ratings which 
results in lower construction costs. 
 
A list of nodes with corresponding hydraulic grade levels for the reduced pressure 
network is attached in appendix D. Head loss across the entire network is 0.12m for the 
reduced pressure network as opposed to 1.99m for the traditional network. Head loss for 
the reduced pressure network is 6% of that for the traditional network. 
 
If a pressure reducing valve were fitted at the start of the distribution main, pressure in 
the entire network could be reduced by 1.87m (18.7 kPa) to maintain minimum pressure 
in the system. This reduction in pressure is unlikely to permit use of pipes with lower 
pressure ratings and it is debatable if such a small pressure reduction would lead to less 
pipe bursts. However, the modelling was set up with an allowable head loss through the 
network of 2m head (20 kPa) only, therefore reduction in pressure was never going to 
exceed 20 kPa under these modelling parameters. 
 
The fact that head loss for the reduced pressure network is 6% of that for the traditional 
network suggests that, under different modelling parameters simulating a system with 
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greater head loss, the reduced pressure resulting from distributed storage could 
potentially be beneficial. 
  
4.1.4 Analysis of Modelling Results 
 
To understand the modelling results for each network, comparison is made at certain 
nodes spaced around the main reticulation loop and zones of nodes in minor loops. 
Figure 4.1.4a below highlights the chosen nodes numbers around the site reticulation 






Figure 4.1.4a Site Reticulation Main Loop Nodes & Minor Loop Zones 
 
The primary objective of this analysis is to identify if the comparison being made 
between the two networks is valid. That is, I want to ensure the comparative advantages 
and disadvantages of each network are derived from the differences in flow rates rather 
than other factors such as more efficient design. As many factors as possible, such as 
physical layout and pipe roughness coefficients, remain identical between the two 
networks to limit the chances of a more efficient design masking the effects of differing 
flow rates. 
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Table 4.1.4-1 below lists the node HGL for certain nodes spaced around the main 
reticulation loop starting at node 18 and progressing clockwise back to node 18. Node 
18 marks the end of the distribution main and the commencement of the site reticulation 
main loop.  
 










18 7.12 6.64 0.48 0 
48 6.75 6.38 0.37 89 
51 6.53 6.21 0.32 152 
59 6.32 6.08 0.24 232 
62 6.23 6.04 0.19 301 
69 6.16 6.02 0.14 384 
74 6.14 6.02 0.12 434 
83 6.15 6.04 0.11 516 
86 6.21 6.14 0.07 584 
114 6.47 6.46 0.01 685 
29 6.75 6.54 0.21 786 
18 7.12 6.64 0.48 886 
Table 4.1.4-1 HGL Comparison Around Site Reticulation Main Loop 
 
Head loss at node 18 is greater for the distributed storage network than the traditional 
network. The friction slope (head loss per metre) for the distribution main is greater for 
the distributed storage network. This is because the reduction in pipe diameter, even 
with a fifth of the flow, results in greater friction between the liquid and the pipe wall. 
There are limited standard pipe diameters available which makes it difficult to exactly 
match a uniform head loss per metre length along the network from start to end when 
flow is steadily reducing as it is drawn off for use by households. The distributed 
storage network allows greater head loss in the distribution main at the expense of less 
allowable head loss across the site reticulation. This is further discussed in section 4.2.1 
below. 
 
Figure 4.1.4b graphs the hydraulic grade levels against distance around the site 
reticulation main loop for the nodes listed in table 4.1.4-1 starting and ending at node 
18. The parabolic shape of the traditional network graph is as expected for a loop with a 
single pipe diameter where flow gradually reduces towards the extremity of the loop 
due to demands of nodes along the way. For the site being modelled, the extremity of 
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the main loop is near to node 74, 434m from node 18 in a clockwise direction. As the 
flow rate closer to the extremity decreases, velocity decreases, and therefore the rate of 
head loss (slope of the line) also decreases. 
 
To consider the distributed storage network equivalent to the traditional network with 
regards head loss and allowable head loss in the minor loops, a parabola approximately 
parallel to the traditional network but with slightly flatter slopes would be expected. The 
left hand side of the graph does indeed approximately parallel the traditional network, 
however the right hand side does not. The flatter gradient of the right hand side is 
associated with a larger (80mm) pipe diameter for that part of the loop than the rest of 
the loop (50mm). As with the differences in the distribution main, gradations of 
standard pipe sizes makes it difficult to provide a uniform rate of head loss through to 
the extremity of the network.  
 
 
Figure 4.1.4b HGL Around Site Reticulation Main Loop 
 
Non uniform head loss in itself does not make the two networks being compared 
unequal. However, when one network has reasonably uniform head loss and the other 
does not, it has the effect of allowing different head losses in different areas. This in 
turn allows smaller pipe diameters in the area that has a greater allowance of head loss. 
This disparity should be balanced by larger diameter pipes in the main loop being 
required to create the inequality. Aside from the disparity associated with the 80mm 
diameter pipes in the site reticulation main loop for the distributed storage network, the 
analysis around the main loop demonstrates similarity and is therefore favourable for 
direct comparison. 
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Figure 4.1.4c Zone Average Hydraulic Grade Levels 
 
Figure 4.1.4c charts average hydraulic grade levels for each zone in figure 4.1.4a for 
both the traditional and distributed storage networks. Zone 1 is serviced directly from 
the distribution main. The hydraulic grade level at node 18 for the distributed storage 
network is 0.48m below that for traditional network. As zone 1 is reasonably close to 
node 18, it is not surprising the average hydraulic grade level for the distributed storage 
network is significantly lower than that for the traditional network, particularly as both 
networks have the minimum 25mm diameter pipe diameter for all pipes within the zone. 
A general pattern is followed by both networks with exceptions further discussed below.  
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Figure 4.1.4d Zones 2-10 Average Hydraulic Grade Levels v Distance from Node 18 
 
Figure 4.1.4d graphs average hydraulic grade levels for zones 2-10 in figure 4.1.4a for 
both the traditional and distributed storage networks against distance from node 18. I 
would have expected a continuous fall in the graph as distance from node 18 increased. 
This is generally the case except for zones 3 & 6, and zones 8 to 10. 
 
Either zone 2 has a lower than expected average HGL or zone 3 has a higher than 
expected average HGL. In both the traditional and distributed storage networks the 
assigned minimum pipe diameters are used for all pipes within these zones. Given the 
proximity of these zones to the start of the site reticulation main loop, it was always 
expected these zones would have average HGLs well above the prescribed minimum 
and therefore minimum pipe diameters were likely. Although zone 3 is more distant 
from the start of the site reticulation main loop than zone 1, less flow is directed towards 
zone 3 and therefore velocity and head loss are lower along the main loop towards zone 
3. This explains why zone 3 has a higher average HGL than zone 1. As the pipe 
diameters do not change in these zones between the traditional and distributed storage 
network, and the pipes are set at the prescribed minimum, potential issues associated 
with differences between what was expected in these zones are considered negligible. 
 
Zone 6 is fed by the main passing by zone 3 in a counter clockwise direction. Although 
linked, it is logical that zone 3 does not have the same head loss associated with zones 
fed by the main loop in the clockwise direction. Average HGL for zone 6 is almost 
identical for the traditional and distributed storage networks. I would generally expect 
the average HGLs for the distributed storage network to be lower than the traditional 
network because flows and velocities are less for the distributed storage network and 
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should therefore generate a flatter slope for the head loss per metre as discussed above. 
As the distributed storage network uses the prescribed minimum pipe diameters in this 
zone, it is concluded this prescribed minimum is setting the distributed storage network 
HGL higher than it could be if no minimum diameters were used. 
 
The zone with the lowest average HGL for both the traditional and distributed storage 
networks is zone 7. This is slightly surprising given it is not the most remote from the 
start of the site reticulation. However, when setting up the model, I purposely directed 
the site reticulation main loop to run past zones 9 and 10 by assigning larger pipe 
diameters for this route. This is likely the reason zones 9 and 10 have higher average 
HGLs than zone 7. 
 
Even when the inconsistencies above are included, the general trend for hydraulic grade 
levels around both the traditional and distributed storage networks is consistent. On this 
basis a comparison based on the current modelling results is valid.         
 
4.2 Physical Comparison of Networks 
 
There are two distinct components to the water supply network, a distribution main 
from the existing authority water main to the site, and reticulation through the site itself. 
Applying this research to an isolated community, the distribution main to the site is 
analogous to the main pipe from a water source (eg. a bore, reservoir or existing water 
main) to the community that is to be supplied with reticulated water. This distribution 
main could be many kilometres in length and may represent the majority of cost 
associated with providing reticulated water to an isolated community. It is therefore 
worthwhile separating these two components for comparison. 
 
4.2.1 Distribution Main Comparison 
 
The distribution main is deemed to extend from the existing water main at node 1 to the 
main loop around the site at node 18 as shown on plans attached in Appendix C and 
identified in figure 3.2a. 
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Table 4.2.1-1 below shows a comparison of the diameter and flows used in modelling of 
the distribution main for the traditional and distributed storage networks. Pertinent 
modelling outputs are also listed. Note that velocity is based on internal diameters 
specified by the software assigned to each nominal diameter. 
 
 Traditional Design Distributed Storage Design 
Pipe Length 






(mm) 208.5 104.7 
Max. Flow 
(L/s) 12.5 2.5 
Max. Velocity 
(m/s) 0.37 0.29 
Ave. Friction Slope 
(m/km) 0.73 1.13 
Head Loss 
(m) 0.88 1.36 
Table 4.2.1-1 Physical Comparison of Networks for the Distribution Main 
 
When modelling the entire network inclusive of reticulation mains, the diameter of the 
distribution main for the distributed storage network is half that required for the 
traditional design. A component of this reduction is due to the greater allowable head 
loss over the length of the distribution main. The minimum pipe size chosen for the 
analysis results in low velocities at extremities of the site reticulation for the distributed 
storage network where demand is small. As head loss is related to velocity, head loss is 
also small in these areas thus leading to a smaller overall head loss through the site 
reticulation. Smaller head loss through the site reticulation component has allowed a 
greater head loss through the distribution main. 
 
The site used in this research was able to accommodate greater head loss in the 
distribution main. As a proposed site becomes further away from the point of supply, 
head loss in the distribution main will contribute a greater proportion to overall network 
losses inclusive of the reticulation network. When the site is distantly remote from the 
point of supply, head loss through the site reticulation may become insignificant 
compared to that lost in the distribution main. Under this situation, head loss in the 
distribution main will need to be identical for both a traditional and distributed storage 
network. It is therefore of interest to determine the allowable reduction in pipe diameter 
for the distributed storage network when head loss is equal. 
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Head loss through each pipe is calculated using the Colebrooke White equation which 
can be expressed as, 
 
   ks .        2.15 υ    .  
V  =  -2√(2g) D Sf log(3.7D + D√(2g) D Sf ) (4.1)
 
where:  V  =  velocity, m/s 
D  =  pipe diameter, m 
Sf  =  friction slope i.e. hf /L, m/m 
ks  =  pipe roughness, m 
υ  =  kinematic viscosity, m2/s 
g  =  gravitational acceleration, m/s2 
 
Kinematic viscosity and gravitational acceleration are identical in both the traditional 
and distributed storage networks. 
 
It is common for pipe materials to differ when pipe diameters are significantly different. 
For example, PVC pipes, which largely rely on trench support for load carrying 
capacity, may have sufficient structural strength at small diameters, but cannot offer the 
same load carrying ability at large diameters. Changes in pipe materials will affect the 
pipe roughness coefficient. However, for the purposes of this research, the pipe 
roughness coefficient is kept the same for every pipe diameter used. The range of pipe 
diameters used in the modelling for both the traditional and distributed storage networks 
can all be constructed from PVC-U PN9 pipe. Therefore, the decision to keep the pipe 
roughness coefficient constant for both networks is considered acceptable. 
 
Head loss from the point of supply at the existing water authority main to the site is a 
function of the friction slope times the distance. As the length of pipe is identical in both 
networks, to obtain an identical head loss requires the same friction slope. Using the 
friction slope obtained in the traditional network modelling in the Colebrooke White 
equation will enable the equivalent pipe diameter for the distributed storage network to 
be determined. 
 
As flow rate is a simple function of velocity and pipe diameter, adjusting the pipe 
diameter by trial and error can be performed to obtain the required distributed storage 
flow rate. With all other variables fixed, an internal pipe diameter of 114.5mm results, 
which is 55% of the size required for the traditional design. This still represents a 
significant reduction in the required pipe size for the distribution main. 
 
Because there is no standard pipe of 114.5mm internal diameter, a less costly design for 
the distributed storage network results from allowing larger head loss in the distribution 
main and less head loss in the site reticulation network. Further comment will be made 
on this in section 4.3.1 below. 
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4.2.2 Site Reticulation Comparison 
 
Within the site reticulation there are two distinct parts, a looped “trunk” main and 
smaller loops and branches that infill the area. The looped trunk main is highlighted in 
figure 4.2.2a below. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.2a Site Reticulation Looped Trunk Main 
 
Tables 4.2.2-1 and 4.2.2-2 below list the lengths of each pipe diameter used in 












100 887 0 -887 
80 0 242 +242 
50 0 645 +645 
Total 887 887 0 
Table 4.2.2-1 Pipe Sizes Comparison for Site Reticulation – Main “Trunk” Loop 
 
For the traditional network, all 100mm pipe diameters make up the looped trunk main 
totalling 887m length. In the distributed storage network, the looped trunk main pipe 
diameters have been reduced to 242m length of 80mm diameter and 645m length of 
50mm diameter. Using a weighted average, the result is a reduction in pipe diameter to 
58% of that required for a traditional design. 
Looped 
Trunk Main 
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As discussed in 4.2.1 above, head loss from commencement of the site reticulation 
network to the most disadvantaged node is less for the distributed storage network than 
the traditional network. The site reticulation for the distributed storage network is 
effectively operating under more stringent requirements than the traditional design. As 
with the distribution main, it is of interest to model the site reticulation network using 
identical head loss. 
 
Node 18 has been chosen as the point at which the distribution main connecting the site 
from the point of supply ceases and the site reticulation network commences. In the 
traditional design model, the hydraulic grade level at node 18 is RL 7.12m. Modelling 
the distributed storage site reticulation network with a hydraulic grade level at node 18 
of RL 7.12m and with all 80mm pipe diameters further reduced to 50mm results in a 
hydraulic grade level of 5.98m (59.8 kPa) at the most disadvantaged nodes, very nearly 
the assigned minimum hydraulic grade level of 6.0m (60 kPa). With a slightly greater 
head loss, the distributed storage network has pipe diameters for the main loop 50% of 












50 66 0 -66 
32 644 66 -578 
25 673 1317 +644 
Total 1383 1383 0 
Table 4.2.2-2 Pipe Sizes Comparison for Site Reticulation – Minor Loops and Branches 
 
For the minor loops and branches, all 50mm diameter pipes in the traditional network 
have been reduced to 32mm diameter, all 32mm diameter pipes have been reduced to 
25mm diameter. Pipe diameters have dropped by a standard size. All 25mm diameter 
pipes remain the same as this is the prescribed minimum diameter for any pipes. 
 
The results above suggest pipe diameters in a distributed storage network, whereby 
flows are one fifth of that for a traditional design, can be reduced to 50-60% of the size 
required for a traditional design. 
 
4.3 Cost Analysis 
 
Where appropriate, rates for cost analysis have been obtained from the Rawlinsons 
Australian Construction Handbook 2005 edition. The objective for this research is to 
identify the differences in costs between two networks. Extensive costing for the 
networks is not required for this purpose. Instead, the items that differ from one network 
to the other are costed. That is, the installation and maintenance of pipes and fittings. 
 
Cost schedules are attached in appendix E. 
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4.3.1 Construction Costs 
 
Table 4.3.1-1 below summarises construction costs for components of the traditional 
and distributed storage networks. Costs have been separated into those for the 











Main $130,000 $60,000 $70,000 54% 
Site 
Reticulation $90,000 $70,000 $20,000 22% 
Tanks & 
Pumps - $320,000 ($320,000) N/A 
Total $220,000 $450,000 ($230,000) (105%) 
Table 4.3.1-1 Construction Costs Summary 
 
Construction costs for the distribution main comprise pipe installation costs only. 
Although fittings for large diameter pipes can be relatively expensive compared to 
smaller diameters, it is assumed the distribution main will have few fittings along its 
length. The omission of fittings is justified because there are few branches from the 
main for which isolation with valves would be required. 
 
Trench excavation, pipe laying and backfill costs have been included in the pipe 
installation cost and are assumed to be the same for both the 100mm diameter and 
200mm diameter pipes. This is because it is assumed the same trench width would be 
used for both pipe diameters. 
 
The distributed storage construction cost for the distribution main is less than half the 
construction cost for the traditional design. This represents a significant saving between 
the two networks and suggests the distributed storage network, at least from the 
perspective of the connection to the site, is a worthwhile prospect. 
 
As mentioned in section 4.2.1 above, the distribution main for the distributed storage 
network has a greater allowable head loss at the expense of the site reticulation. This is 
a more economical solution for the network as a whole. If the 100mm diameter 
distribution main was increased in size to 150mm diameter to allow a balance in head 
loss for each component, an additional $30,000.00 would be added to the costs for the 
distribution main. The benefit of reducing the site reticulation main loop pipes to 50mm 
diameter throughout would net a saving of $5,000.00. The savings in the site 
reticulation do not warrant the increased cost for the distribution main. 
 
Cost of fittings has been included in the site reticulation construction costs by using a 
rate per metre assuming a fitting every 30 metres on average. This is possibly an 
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appropriate spacing for the main loop but may be too sparse for the minor loops. The 
difference between fitting costs for smaller diameters is less significant therefore it is 
appropriate to use the larger pipe diameter spacing for preliminary costing. 
 
For the site reticulation, construction costs were found to be less for the distributed 
storage network compared to the traditional network; however it is a less significant 
saving than that determined for the distribution main. There are some easily identifiable 
reasons for the disparity between the distribution main and the site reticulation. Firstly, 
pipe diameters in the site reticulation reduced by a standard size rather than being 
halved as they did for the distribution main. Secondly, some pipes in the traditional 
network were already the prescribed minimum diameter and therefore could not be 
further reduced. Finally, as pipe diameters are reduced, the trench excavation, laying 
and backfilling become a larger proportion of the overall pipe installation costs. For 
small pipe diameters there is not as much saving for reducing pipe sizes as there is with 
larger diameters. 
 
The traditional network does not require pumps and tanks as part of the water supply 
system; water under pressure in the reticulation pipes feeds each house directly. 
Therefore a nil cost for pumps and tanks is assigned for the traditional network. 
 
The distributed storage network requires pumps and tanks, in this case at every 
household, to enable reticulation mains to be designed for lesser flows. Although the 
cost of a small tank and domestic pump is quite small, when multiplied by the number 
of households being serviced the sum total is significantly greater than any other 
component in the system. This cost outweighs any savings made in the distribution main 
and site reticulation combined. Initially one might think this makes the distributed 
storage network unfeasible as an alternative. However, as discussed in chapter 1, many 
local authorities are making rainwater tanks and re-use mandatory because they reduce 
demand on limited public water supplies and reduce loads on authority stormwater 
drainage systems. Under this scenario, where pumps and tanks are required in any case, 
this cost could be removed from the cost comparison between traditional and distributed 
storage networks. Other scenarios could also be explored to reduce the cost of tanks and 
pumps such as a cluster of houses sharing the same tank. 
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4.3.2 Maintenance Costs 
 
A life cycle study of water networks by Ambrose et. al. (fig.1, p.6) suggests average 
failure rates for 200mm diameter PVC pipe are less than 1% of the network per year for 
mains operating at 730 kPa. For the purposes of this research I have assumed a pipe 
replacement of 0.5% per annum over a period of 50 years. 0.5% of the construction cost 
multiplied by 50 gives the maintenance costs in present day dollars for the distribution 
and site reticulation listed in table 4.3.2-1 below. Significant percentage savings can be 
demonstrated, however the scale of the network being costed results in minimal cost 










Main $30,000 $15,000 $15,000 50% 
Site 
Reticulation $25,000 $20,000 $5,000 20% 
Tanks & 
Pumps - $680,000 ($680,000) N/A 
Total $55,000 $715,000 ($660,000) (1200%) 
Table 4.3.2-1 Maintenance Costs Summary 
 
To determine maintenance costs for the tanks and pumps I have assumed a 25 year life 
for the tanks and 10 year life for pumps. Therefore tanks will need to be replaced once 
in the 50 year period and pumps will need to be replaced four times. There is significant 
costs for maintenance of tanks and pumps associated with the distributed storage 
network that do not occur with the traditional network. As discussed in 4.3.1 above, if 
tanks and pumps are required for households in any case, as is currently required by 
many local authorities around Australia, the cost of tanks and pumps could be removed 
from the calculation.  
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5. Discussion and Conclusions 
 
5.1 Modelling Results 
 
Modelling produced a reduction of pipe diameters in the order of 50-60% for the 
distributed storage network over the traditional network. 
 
This reduction required average flows to be one fifth of peak flows as recommended by 
the Water Standards Association of Australia in the absence of more accurate data. 
Typical diurnal water patterns suggest average flows are more like 50% of peak flows. 
However, a considerable margin of safety must be provided for the traditional network 
to ensure peak demands that might exceed collected data can be accommodated. The 
distributed storage network will have less need for considerable safety margins. If 
adequate storage is provided in the distributed storage tanks, a spike in the peak demand 
can be recovered over the full day or perhaps a number of days. Thus average demand 
will increase marginally for a spike in peak demand.   
 
The initial specification for this research identified isolated communities as the target. 
Isolated communities were considered those that might benefit the most from the 
research, particularly if there is no existing water supply network available. The site 
used for this project is a proposed workers camp for 400 residents. This proposed 
development was chosen because it is typical of modern temporary communities set up 
for significant mining developments and it is of a scale that mimics that of a small 
community. The modelling results are therefore applicable to similar developments and 
the targeted isolated communities. Sensitivity of the analysis, although inferred by the 
results, is not specifically targeted and should be the subject of further research. 
 
5.2 Distribution Main Comparison 
 
The main benefit found by this research is for the distribution main to the site. Pipe 
diameters and construction costs halved for the distributed storage network. This is 
because the distribution main carries flow for the entire network. Reducing pipe 
diameters from 200mm to 100mm results in a greater saving than reducing pipe 
diameters from 100mm to 50mm diameter. Greater flows, such as that in the 
distribution main, require larger pipe diameters, and therefore the benefit of reduced 
pipe diameters for the distributed storage network result in greater savings. 
 
In general, the larger the peak demand (flow), the greater the benefit for the distributed 
storage network. Therefore, larger communities will likely benefit more than smaller 
communities. However, as population increases beyond 2000, the Water Services 
Association of Australia recommendation for peak hour factor, which determines the 
difference between peak and average flows, starts reducing from 5 to 2. Therefore, for 
populations above 2000, the difference between peak and average flows will gradually 
reduce and corresponding benefits will also gradually reduce. Certainly, for populations 
up to 2000, pipes that convey the full flow demand will benefit greatest from a 
distributed storage network. 
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This highlights the benefit of providing a storage reservoir in close proximity to the 
community being served. For the traditional network, at some point the length of 
distribution main from the point of supply will warrant inclusion of a storage reservoir 
closer to the point of demand. The distribution main for the traditional network would 
be designed as for the distribution main in a distributed storage network.  Under this 
scenario, the advantage of the distributed storage network will be to remove the 
requirement for a locally sited storage reservoir, the pipe sizes supplying the community 
will be equivalent with both networks.       
 
5.3 Site Reticulation Comparison 
 
As with the distribution main, the distributed storage network had the effect of reducing 
pipe diameters by 50-60%. The benefits were not so great for the site reticulation. This 
is partly because some pipes in the traditional network were already at the prescribed 
minimum diameter and partly because trench excavation and backfill costs make up a 
larger proportion of the pipe installation cost with smaller diameter pipes. 
 
5.4 Tanks and Pumps 
 
The cost of supplying tanks and pumps far outweighs the savings made from both the 
distribution main and site reticulation pipes. If tanks and pumps are needed solely 
because of implementation of the distributed storage network, there does not appear to 
be any benefit for the network as a whole unless transfer of costs from the infrastructure 
network to each household is desired. 
 
Many local authorities in Australia are requiring the installation of tanks and pumps for 
re-use of rainwater to reduce reliance on the public utility water supply system and to 
reduce loads on the authority stormwater drainage system. If a development is 
encumbered with this requirement, the cost of tanks and pumps are not as a result of the 
distributed storage network and can therefore be excluded from the calculations. 
 
The Master Plumbers and Mechanical Services Association of Australia supports the 
use of rainwater tanks for all household water consumption subject to the requirements 
of the local health authority. The Water Services Association of Australia Integrated 
Rainwater Tank Systems publication recognises authority mains can be resized to better 
match actual demands required. It appears the only stumbling block to combining the 
system proposed in this research with rainwater tanks from the perspective of these 
agencies is the potential health risk. The New South Wales Office of Environment and 
Heritage (2013) shows concern for the health risk when recommending tank water not 
be used for potable water supply when a mains water supply is available. To receive the 
benefit from tanks and pumps being installed for re-use of rainwater, the objections of 
the New South Wales Office of Environment and Heritage would need to be overcome. 
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5.5 Reduced Pressure Network 
 
The network modelled with average flows from the distributed storage network and pipe 
diameters used in the traditional network resulted in head loss across the network being 
only 6% of that for the traditional network (a 94% reduction in head loss). 
 
Modelling for the subject site assumes 20 kPa loss in pressure from the start of the 
network to the most distant point. Pipe pressure classes graduate in hundreds of kPa. 
With the limited allowable drop in pressure over the network, the potential benefits for 
reduced pressure loss will not result in change of pipe class to a more cost effective 
pipe. If a distantly remote site were being considered that required large initial pressure 
to force water long distances, a reduced pressure network may be considered beneficial. 
Under such a scenario it is likely a long distribution main would be designed for 
average flows with a large storage reservoir closer to the community being serviced. 
Whilst there would be no savings in the distribution main because both networks would 
be designed for average flows, the distributed storage network could remove the 
requirement for a large storage reservoir, instead replaced with small distributed storage 
tanks. 
 
The life cycle study of water networks by Ambrose et. al. (fig.1, p.6) suggests a 5% 
increase in pipe failure for an increase from 730 kPa to 850 kPa, approximately 1% for 
every 20 kPa increase. For the network being considered as part of this research, the 
potential benefit for reduced pipe failures is insignificant. However, for larger networks 
it may become a significant cost saving to be explored, particularly if pressures need to 
be high at the origin to adequately service the entire area.  
 
Another perhaps more likely advantage of the reduced pressure network may be where 
limited pressure is available at the point of supply. The reduced pressure network would 
not necessarily be a way of reducing pipe costs, but could remove the need for large 




This research proves tangible benefits can be obtained when a distributed storage 
network is adopted even when conservative assumptions regarding minimum pressures 
are included. 
 
If tanks and pumps need to be included solely due to the implementation of the 
distributed storage network, the system as a whole is more costly to construct and 
maintain. Incorporation of rainwater tanks that may be required by local authorities is 
critical for making the system economical. For this to occur, potential health risks need 
to be addressed.  
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6. Further Study 
 
The potential benefits confirmed as part of this research warrant further study to 
examine topics not covered here, and to better develop the concept for use in real world 
applications. The following topics have been revealed during investigation for this 
research and are discussed in brief to identify issues to be the subject for further study.  
 
6.1 Incorporating Rainwater Re-Use 
 
Household water tanks are widely used to collect and re-use roof water. Rainwater re-
use can be beneficial in reducing dependence on scarce water supplies and reducing 
quality and quantity of storm water discharge. Rainwater re-use typically requires tanks 
and pumps, as does the proposed distributed storage network. It would be economically 
advantageous to combine rainwater re-use and distributed storage water supply 
infrastructure. 
 
However, the New South Wales Office of Environment and Heritage (2013) 
recommends tank water not be used for potable water supply when a mains water 
supply is available. This is presumably due to potential health risks associated with 
potable use of rainwater, either directly to the end user or potential contamination of the 
mains supply. Impacts upon the water supply network will need to be investigated, 
particularly with regards to water quality and cross contamination. 
 
Aside from the risk posed by contaminants in collected rainwater, reduction in demand 
from the water supply network will increase the chances of stagnation in the mains 
which could potentially compromise water quality. 
 
6.2 Water Quality 
 
Investigation into water quality has been omitted for the purposes of this research. 
Subsequent research will need to address stagnation and cross contamination. 
 
Stagnant water must be avoided in water supply networks because residual chlorine 
deteriorates and sediments may drop out of the water and accumulate in the pipes. The 
distributed storage network will produce more regular and smaller flows than the 
traditional network. More regular flows could be a benefit to the system in reducing the 
chances of stagnant water. However, the traditional design generates peak flows that can 
effectively flush the system twice daily. In this regard, smaller flows could be 
detrimental to water quality. 
 
If water use is suspended, as may be the case for an empty dwelling, water would sit in 
the household tank for long periods of time. This again could lead to decline in chlorine 
residue and sediment accumulation. 
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6.3 Minimum Pressure Requirements 
 
The analysis undertaken as part of this research project assumed minimum pressure of 
6m head (60 kPa) at the point of supply to each unit for both the traditional network and 
the distributed storage network. This assumption was based on an Australian Standard 
(AS3500.1-2003, p.16) specification that “minimum working head at the furthermost or 
most disadvantaged fixture or outlet shall not be less than 50 kPa (5 m head)” and an 
allowance of 10 kPa (1 m head) loss through pipes in the household. 
 
Current Australian design guidance regarding minimum pressure has been discounted 
for the purposes of this research. The validity of requiring minimum 200kPa (20m) 
pressure for domestic reticulation should be tested to allow infrastructure to be designed 
for the requirements of individual sites rather than generic values to cover all situations. 
 
Comparison between the two networks did not require accurate determination of 
minimum pressure requirements as the method used in this research matched head loss 
through the network with two different flows by adjusting pipe sizes. Using this 
method, the starting and ending pressures are largely irrelevant. 
 
For the distributed storage network, assuming a pump is used at each household storage 
tank to place the internal pipes under pressure, minimum pressure at the point of supply 
only needs to be the height of the tanks plus an allowance for discharging from above 
the tank. Common household tanks are 2 to 2.4m high. Therefore, minimum pressure 
for the distributed storage network could be as low as 3m head (30 kPa), half that of the 
minimum pressure determined for the traditional network. A lower pressure requirement 
for the distributed storage network would provide additional benefits above that 
reported in this research. 
 
No investigation has been carried out to ascertain minimum pressures required to ensure 
sufficient positive pressure is maintained in the network to prevent ingress of 
groundwater. Although minimum pressure for the distributed storage network can 
potentially be lower than that required for the traditional network, a safety margin added 
to minimum pressure for supply might negate any potential reduction. 
 
Head loss is directly related to flow through the pipe. Assumed hourly flows have been 
used in the modelling based on basic demand rates published in relevant literature. It is 
unlikely that demand for any particular development exactly matches published figures 
produced to encapsulate large geographical regions; at some point demand will no doubt 
exceed those figures. If safeguards are not adopted to ensure actual flows do not exceed 
those assumed, head loss could be greater than that produced in the design. 
Undoubtedly, allowance for this scenario is provided in traditional network design 
guidance for minimum pressure. 
 
For a remote development, overestimating minimum pressure could have a significant 
impact on infrastructure costs. Investigation should be carried out to determine what 
value should be adopted for distributed storage networks including allowance for 
ensuring negative pressures do not result from flow rates above those adopted in design. 
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6.4 Energy Use 
 
The effects of increased energy use for pumps required by the distributed storage 
network in terms of resources and costs have not been included in this research. 
Increased energy use could be significant when multiplied by the number of households 
the community. 
 
Increased energy use from pumps may be partially offset by reduced energy and 
resources required for manufacture of smaller pipes. 
 
6.5 Clustered Distributed Storage Networks 
 
If included in the analysis, the cost of tanks and pumps required for the distributed 
storage network greatly outweighs savings for reduced pipe sizes in both the distribution 
main and the site reticulation combined. The site layout for the proposed development 
being modelled is characterised by clusters of units. If houses are in close proximity, 
there may be opportunity to share tanks and pumps between households and thereby 
reduce the costs associated with these items. 
 
Cursory investigation suggests the distributed storage network construction costs would 
be less than the traditional network inclusive of tanks and pumps if every four 
households shares tanks and pumps. Minimal tank volumes and domestic pump rates 
would make this feasible. 
 
However, households sharing tanks and pumps would need to be in close proximity 
otherwise the cost of interconnecting pipes might outweigh the benefits. 
 
6.6 Fire Fighting 
 
Fire fighting requirements were not included in this research. The Water Services 
Association of Australia suggests domestic supply networks should not be upgraded 
solely for satisfying fire fighting requirements although they further state that fire 
fighting requirements must be addressed. Generally, a separate system for fire fighting 
is provided with larger pipes that service hydrants only. 
 
Investigation should be carried out to find out if fire fighting requirements can be 
integrated in the traditional or distributed storage network and thereby determine if there 
is an advantage for one network over the other. 
 
6.7 Different Size Communities 
 
As mentioned in section 5.2 above, whilst conclusions can be drawn from the results 
with regards different flows, sensitivity analysis including changes in peak hour factor 
(PHF) with increasing population was not undertaken as part of this research. 
 
It is likely that benefits for communities may need to be determined on a case by case 
basis. However, the effects of different sized communities should be investigated to see 
if trends might reveal those situations where benefits are most likely.  
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ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT RATE QTY COST QTY COST
1.00 PIPES
Trenching costs included, assumed to be the same for 
25-65mm diameter and 80-200mm diameter
1.01 200 mm DIA. L.m 105.50$  1,206 127,233.00$      -$                   
1.02 150 mm DIA. L.m 73.50$    -$                   -$                   
1.03 100 mm DIA. L.m 47.75$    -$                   1,206 57,586.50$        
1.04 80 mm DIA. L.m 40.75$    -$                   -$                   
1.05 65 mm DIA. L.m 35.00$    -$                   -$                   
1.06 50 mm DIA. L.m 28.30$    -$                   -$                   
1.07 40 mm DIA. L.m 24.90$    -$                   -$                   
1.08 32 mm DIA. L.m 24.10$    -$                   -$                   
1.09 25 mm DIA. L.m 22.00$    -$                   -$                   
SUBTOTAL 1,206 127,233.00$      1,206 57,586.50$        
TOTAL 127,233.00$      57,586.50$        













ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT RATE QTY COST QTY COST
1.00 PIPES
Trenching costs included, assumed to be the same for 
25-65mm diameter and 80-200mm diameter
1.01 200 mm DIA. L.m 105.50$  -$                   -$                   
1.02 150 mm DIA. L.m 73.50$    -$                   -$                   
1.03 100 mm DIA. L.m 47.75$    887 42,354.25$        -$                   
1.04 80 mm DIA. L.m 40.75$    -$                   242 9,861.50$          
1.05 65 mm DIA. L.m 35.00$    -$                   -$                   
1.06 50 mm DIA. L.m 28.30$    66 1,867.80$          645 18,253.50$        
1.07 40 mm DIA. L.m 24.90$    -$                   -$                   
1.08 32 mm DIA. L.m 24.10$    644 15,520.40$        66 1,590.60$          
1.09 25 mm DIA. L.m 22.00$    673 14,806.00$        1,317 28,974.00$        
SUBTOTAL 2,270 74,548.45$        2,270 58,679.60$        
2.00 FITTINGS
Assumes a fitting on average every 30m for the site 
reticulation mains.
2.01 100 mm DIA. L.m 15.00$    887 13,305.00$        -$                   
2.02 80 mm DIA. L.m 14.33$    -$                   242 3,468.67$          
2.03 65 mm DIA. L.m 10.87$    -$                   -$                   
2.04 50 mm DIA. L.m 5.83$      66 385.00$             645 3,762.50$          
2.05 40 mm DIA. L.m 4.23$      -$                   -$                   
2.06 32 mm DIA. L.m 3.50$      644 2,254.00$          66 231.00$             
2.07 25 mm DIA. L.m 2.22$      673 1,491.82$          1,317 2,919.35$          
SUBTOTAL 2,270 17,435.82$        2,270 10,381.52$        
TOTAL 91,984.27$        69,061.12$        














ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT RATE QTY COST QTY COST
3.00 TANKS & PUMPS
3.01 1000 L Tank No. 500.00$  -$                   400 200,000.00$      
3.02 0.6 L/s Pump at 30m Head No. 300.00$  -$                   400 120,000.00$      
SUBTOTAL -$                   320,000.00$      
TOTAL -$                   320,000.00$      















ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT RATE QTY COST QTY COST
1.00 Distribution Main
0.5% of Construction Value per year
1.01 Annual Maintenance Cost (Present Day Dollars) 1 636.17$             1 287.93$             
1.02 Maintenance Cost over 50 Years 50 31,808.25$        50 14,396.63$        
SUBTOTAL 31,808.25$        14,396.63$        
2.00 Site Reticulation
0.5% of Construction Value per year
2.01 Annual Maintenance Cost (Present Day Dollars) 1 459.92$             1 345.31$             
2.02 Maintenance Cost over 50 Years 50 22,996.07$        50 17,265.28$        
SUBTOTAL 22,996.07$        17,265.28$        
3.00 TANKS & PUMPS
3.01 Replace Tank once in 50yr Period No. 500.00$    -$                   400 200,000.00$      
3.02 Replace pumps 4 times in 50 years No. 1,200.00$ -$                   400 480,000.00$      
SUBTOTAL -$                   680,000.00$      
TOTAL 54,804.32$        711,661.90$      
TRADITIONAL NETWORK DISTRIBUTED STORAGE
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